CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHOD

This chapter consists of the research design, data and source, instrument, data collection and, data analysis.

3.1 Research Design

The researcher used content analysis research as the approach to answer the research problems because the data was taken from the movie especially utterance of Elves Language on ‘the Fellowship of the Ring’ movie. First, the researcher found kind of register on the movie. Second, Elves Language that researcher heard from the movie compare with script from IMSDb (Internet Movie Script Database). Third, Investigation on how the initially formed the Elves Language of website internet sites on J.R.R Tolkien’s ever interviewed. In last researcher if possible to get obtained and authenticate data send email to the editor of the internet article.

3.2 Data and Sources of Data

3.2.1 Data

In this study, the researcher would take the data from each of the Elves Language when spelling Elves nation or other creatures on ‘the Fellowship of the Ring’ movie. There are 11 figure on movie, 6 from Elves nation and 5 other than of Elves nation. Galadriel, Elrond, Arwen, Aragorn, Gandalf, Legalos, Haldir, Celeborn, Saruman, Gimli, and last Ringwraiths is name of creatures
use Elves Language in ‘the Fellowship of the Ring’ movie. Of every utterance of prominent figures mentioned above that will be taken and the data obtained as a source of research.

3.2.2 Source

The source that Researcher used in this study was ‘The Fellowship of the Ring’ movie. J.R.R. Tolkien as a novelist was instrumental in the formation of a film in which Peter Jacson as director that lifts the novel into a great movie. In the novel J.R.R. Tolkien made the first three series of ‘The Fellowship of the Ring’ both the Two Tower to three the Return of the King and the third. Title of the novel comes from the main title is the Lord of the Rings and of all of it has been awarded and recognized by all world. ‘The Fellowship of the Rings’ is sub titles from the Lord of the Rings movie trilogy that is used in the acquisition source, in this case the focus will be aimed at ‘The Fellowship of the Ring’ which was released on December 19,2001 with a run time of 228 minute (3 hours 48 minutes).

First part of the Lord of the Rings trilogy of movies tells the adventure of Frodo, Sam, Pipin, Merry they come from hoobit rase with Gendolf the gray wizard, Aragorn the king of human rase, Legalos Elves rase than Gimli the dwarf and last is a keeper of the minas tirtin, of these nine people adventure in Middle earth starts. As the bearer of demon ring is Frodo, His and Eight figure that will destroy the ring in Doom Mountain cauldron. Is the main character who has an important role in the story, and this is where formed subtitles in part one the Lord of the Rings movie. ‘The Fellowship of the Rings’ is a
reflection of the nine people who were escorted to the destruction of the demon ring in a Doom Mountain where a demon ring is created. The first story of the sequel to the Lord of the Rings movie trilogy ends with a farewell Frodo with his eighth friends and death of Gandolf the Grey wizard.

3.3 Instrument.

The research instrument of this study is the researcher. From this study researcher need everything that can contribute to research. First is, movie ‘The Fellowship of the Ring’ part one from the Lord of the Rings movie and this movie organized as KMP matroska file (.mkv) 3.19GB (3,431,491,509 bytes) with runtime 3ours, 48minute 17second. ‘The Fellowship of the Ring’ script from IMSDb (Internet Movie Script Database). From article about Elves language by Patrick analyzed (1999). Quenya article, translation Elves Language to English by Ryszard Derdzinski (2001). Than from the internet information is get the important think.

3.4 Data Collection.

Researcher will perform data collection by watching ‘The Fellowship of the Ring’ and read the script. Than comments of someone on sites related to ‘The fellowship of the Ring’ movie and also read every article if possible to know whether the interview and it was loaded and there would be a useful thing to researcher in collecting data about J.R.R. Tolkien. Capitalize on collecting the data and help researcher as movie file good quality, according to the original soft copy from ‘The Fellowship of the Ring’ movie. So that the voice or the language
that was used in the movie are very clear and easy to hear than understand. It would be easier to analyze sound in used by a character in the movie. Internet here is very instrumental in collecting data because the data will used to be a lot of factors are taken from the internet.

‘The Fellowship of the Ring’ movie is come from J.R.R. Tolkien He is a novelist from England and movie from this novel made on United State, England and New Zeland and researcher come from Indonesia that far from the movie made. Researcher will need funds very much if did research where this movie was made. Researcher does not have much money but with the sophistication of the internet, that allows all the information can researcher get without directly come into place resources. Is why the internet very important in this study in data source collection. Researcher will use the knowledge to filter out any information can from the internet because aware or not internet is not truly right.

3.5 Data Analysis.

Data analysis that researcher used is qualitative content. Kind of explains the classification as follow, Semiotic Analysis, it which examines indicator systems handled in social life (Pierce 2006). On this study perform research of the purpose of attitudes and responses conversations using Language Elves in ‘The Fellowship of the Ring’ part one of the Lord of the Rings movie trilogy. That in reasoning how to determine the meaning and significance of what that spoken figure on the movie by using the following questions is what does a person really think?, what does a person really mean by what he/she says?, what is a person’s
real opinion?. This question by virtue of internet article about how understand use semiotic (http://cascadestrategies.com/semiotic-analytic-technique/).

Researcher determine Elves Language in ‘The Fellowship of the Ring’ movie appertain from what the kind register. Medium is language change because mode, Tenor is language change because purpose, Domain is language change because of the region or field example language of law, science or etc. (Leech, G. 1982). Researcher will clarify the little example from simple analyses the data is like this step.

1. The first step which was done by the writer was translation Elves Language to English by virtue of ‘The Fellowship of the Ring script.

Example of identifying data

- GALADRIEL: I amar prestar aen, han mathon ne nen, han mathon ne chae a han noston ned 'wilith.(IMDb
script)

- I amar n.the world.

prestar aen v. is changed (David Salo explains)

wilith n. in the air. (David Salo, Elfling message from Jan 16, 2002).

- Translation to English, The world is changed; I can feel it in the water, I can feel it in the earth, I can smell it in the air.

2. Explaining the meaning use semiotic analysis (pierce2006).

Example of explaining the meaning
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Elves Language on the Movie</th>
<th>The Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Nîn o Chithaeglir lasto beth daer, Rimmo nîn Bruinen dan in Ulaer!</td>
<td>Arwen voice at she need help from water on the river.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>I amar prestar aen, han mathon ne nen, han mathon ne chae a han noston ned wilith.</td>
<td>Voice from Galadriel, that opening the movie explain about situation from the movie.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Classifying those Register into kind of Register which used (Leech, G., M. Deuchar and R.Hoogenraad 1982). Montgomery’s theory from. These was example of some form register,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Explain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Annon Edhellen edro hammen. Fennas Nogothrim lasto beth lammen</td>
<td>The language is change because field in this case the Gandalf speech us a wizard to open door of the cave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Tenor</td>
<td>Explain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Tangado haid! Leithio i philinn!</td>
<td>The language is change because purpose and our speech partner, in this case Elrond talk with Elves troops.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>